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32 GIFTS OF WISDOM
FROM 350 MILES ON THE PACIFIC CREST TRAIL

Always carry a hankie.

If you have the right gear, do not hesitate. Get out & dance in the rain...or snow! 

Know your water source by name. 

Sharing time and true presence is the basis of true wealth and abundance. 

Never discount the value of an umbrella (*great to keep in the trunk of a car). 

Direction is individually defined. 

Personal revolutions can be the roots for the greatest political acts. 

Create your own precious ceremonies. Tell everyone about them...or tell no one. 

If the wind blows hard & pushes against you, sing! Sing into it. Tell it your name. 

Happiness has always been an inside job. 

At least once a week, sit around a table and share food with friends and family. 

Knock on your neighbor's door & tell them that you're there if they need you. 

Get a library card. Read. Imagine. Fearlessly dream. 

Decide to be on your own team. 

Give away more than you want to and hold on to more than you want to. 

Learn the name of your plant and animal relatives & give them your gratitude. 

Observe their ecological commerce. How are everyone's needs met? 

Explore your rhythms. 

Tend the Wild. 

Welcome daily death and decay as wise and rightfully messy friends. 

Only climb one mountain at a time. 

Daily exercise is a great teammate when working to move fears aside. 

Touch each other so we may physically connect our skin-suits of Earth. 

Holding the question is way more fun than arriving at the answer. 

Honor your cravings, trust your body. 

Allow your candle to have shadows. 

Buy stamps, send love mail. 

Know the names of your ancestors as far back as you can go. 

Explore silence and solitude as paths to friendship with your own soul. 

Set boundaries, say no,...live your YES! 

Be gentle with your heart, she is the wisest elder you will ever know. 

Be grateful for each and every step. 

https://www.kcet.org/shows/tending-the-wild

